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Abstract: Shifting to multi-core designs is so pervasive a trend to overcome the power wall and it is a necessary move
for embedded systems in our rapidly evolving information society. Meanwhile, the need to increase the battery life and
reduce maintenance costs for such embedded systems is very critical. Therefore, a wide variety of power reduction
techniques have been proposed and realized, including Clock Gating, DVFS and Power Gating. To maximize the effec-
tiveness of these techniques, task scheduling is a key but for multi-core systems it is very complicated due to the huge
exploration space. This problem is a major obstacle for further power reduction. To cope with it, we propose a design
method for embedded systems to minimize their energy consumption under performance constraints. This method is
based on the clarification of properties of the above mentioned low power techniques and their interactions. In more
details, we firstly establish energy models for these low power techniques and our target systems. We then explore
for the best configuration by constructing an optimization problem especially for applications which have a longer
deadline than the execution interval. Finally, we propose an approximate solution using dynamic programming with a
lower computation complexity and compare it to a brute force explicit solution. We confirm with our evaluations that
the proposed method successfully found a better configuration which reduces the total energy consumption by 32% if
compared to the manually optimized configuration, which utilizes only one core.
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1. Introduction

For developing multi-core embedded systems, it is challeng-
ing to find an optimal design from their extensive design space.
The optimal design must meet deadline constraints and achieve
the lowest energy consumption. Our approach here is to firstly
construct energy models for low power techniques and target sys-
tems. Then we set up and solve an optimization problem by dy-
namic programming.

As the energy consumption of embedded systems is dominated
by VLSIs, low power techniques for VLSIs are highly necessary.
This energy consumption is classified into dynamic and static en-
ergy. The former is caused by switching activities of transistors
and essentially consumed by computing. On the other hand, the
latter is caused by leakage current and always consumed when-
ever power is supplied.

As technology advances static power increases more rapidly
than dynamic power [1], and now it gets comparable to dynamic
power consumption. As static power is consumed without any
contribution to computing, its reduction is strongly required. A
wide variety of power reduction techniques has been proposed
and realized, including clock gating, power gating, DVFS, and so
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on.
To make full usage of these techniques, task scheduling is key

but for multi-core systems it is very complicated due to the huge
exploration space. Most previous work assumes that the deadline
equals to the execution interval to simplify this problem. Under
this assumption, only one execution interval should be consid-
ered and use its solution repeatedly. This strategy still satisfies
the application requirements. On the other hand, this strategy
limits the effectiveness of the low power techniques, due to a
smaller design space. For further power reduction, it is necessary
to make full usage of the original deadline. For example, sensing
or video/audio streaming applications allow longer deadlines by
buffering, though the throughput requirements are strict.

In this paper, we realize a method to find an optimal design
that achieves the best energy efficiency under constraints such as
the deadline. Our ultimate goal is to find the most energy effi-
cient design for a periodically executed embedded system under
deadline and other constraints with a reasonable cost. The de-
sign includes not only a hardware design such as core selection
but also a software design such as scheduling and power manage-
ment. Especially when the deadline is longer than the execution
interval, we search a larger design space to make full use of the
long deadline.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 summarizes the background. Section 3 presents the description
of the target system and the constraints of delay and energy. Then
section 4 presents the design exploration strategy. Experimental
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results appear in Section 5. Section 6 reviews the related work.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Background

2.1 Low Power Techniques
In this section, we briefly introduce major power reduction

techniques including clock gating, power gating, DVFS, and so
on.

Clock Gating (CG) simply cuts clock delivery from a clock
oscillator. In general, the oscillator keeps running for a quick
restart. Since this technique has no performance penalty, when
there is no ready task, processor cores should switch to clock gat-
ing mode unless other low power techniques are applicable.

Power Gating (PG) is a promising way to reduce the static
power and is used mainly in embedded systems. In modern com-
puter system, all the components need not work all the time dur-
ing computation. So far, power gating is applied in a coarse-grain
manner. Recently, however, fine-grain power gating receives
much attention because finer granularity increases the chances
of PG. For example, Geyser-2 [2] and Geyser-3 [3] implement
a fine-grained run-time PG. In these processors, PG is applied
to function units (FUs). Each FU can be powered on or off in-
struction by instruction. In other words, instruction-level power
gating is implemented in these processors. Based on this obser-
vation, there exist many chances for PG in a wide range of idle
periods.

Generally speaking, coarser-grain PG can reduce more static
power but have a larger transition overhead. Thus coarse-grain
PG should be applied only for long idle period. For a short
idle period, finer-grain PG is preferable. Therefore, there ex-
ists certain idle time between PGs. The boundary times are
called Brake Even Time (BET). Dynamic Power Management
(DPM) [4] manages power states of the components based on the
BETs. In general, for a short idle time, the component that has a
short BET should be power gated, and for a longer idle time, as
much components as possible should be power gated.

DVFS has been around for more than a decade [5]. DVFS
allows the voltage and the clock frequency to be decreased dy-
namically to trade time for energy. A lot of research is done in
this area. By considering the consumed energy as a cost func-
tion, while considering deadlines as constraints, a mathematical
problem can be defined and the optimal clock frequencies can be
found for many kinds of real-time systems [6], [7].

For the combination of DPM and DVFS, tradeoffs between the
two techniques should be considered [8]. When DVFS is used,
the clock frequency is decreased to reduce the energy consump-
tion during the execution of tasks, while the execution time in-
creases and the idle time decreases.

Since the DVFS requires a variable voltage generator and a
clock oscillator, even for modern mobile processors, the imple-
mentation cost of these components is not negligible. Addition-
ally, the embedded processors are integrated with an analog pe-
ripheral circuit, which is more sensitive for supply voltage varia-
tion. Thus we exclude DVFS from our target system.

2.2 Dynamic Power Management
An overview of DPM techniques is given in a survey article [4].

DPM is important to reduce the static power when the processor
core is in an idle state.

An example of a typical set of power modes is shown in Ta-
ble 1. In active mode, all components are turned on. For a short
idle interval, Clock Gating (CG) is preferable. The processor core
can restart from the CG state instantly. In sleep mode, PG is ap-
plied to the processor core to obtain more energy reduction. To
return from this mode, several clock cycles are required and some
transition energy overhead is consumed. Vcc power gating is ap-
plied for a very long idle period. In this mode, the power supply
is completely cut off. The only way to recover from this mode
is to resume power supply. Then the processor core should fol-
low almost the same as a power on reset procedure. Therefore,
we can get the largest power reduction but both time and energy
overhead become the most costly.

As mentioned in the previous section, there exist BETs be-
tween these power modes. To determine the appropriate power
state, the length of next idle period is compared with these BETs.
This strategy can be modeled with a function of cost with the
length of the idle period. This function turns out to be piecewise-
linear, increasing and concave [9].

In embedded systems, executed tasks are fixed and periodic
and their scheduling is known. So, when an idle state is encoun-
tered, the time when the next task can be invoked is definitely
predictable. Then the length of the idle period is also predictable.
Additionally, since the restart time is predictable, wakeup over-
heads are easily hidden by a pre-wakeup technique. Therefore,
the optimal power management is easily determined by the strat-
egy. Finally, DPM related parameters include hardware parame-
ters and the length of the idle period.

In this paper, to simplify the discussion, we assume only two
power modes, active and sleep. It is easy to extend our ap-
proach to more power states to make full use of all power modes.
Namely, after the scheduling and the length of an idle period is
calculated by our scheme, the optimal sleep mode can be chosen
from the length of the idle period.

2.3 Scheduling for Multi-core System
In the case of several kinds of processors executing multiple

tasks, there exist many combinations of assignments.
In general more powerful processor core consumes more en-

ergy. There exists an empirical model between them called Pol-
lack’s Rule [10]. According to this model, the performance is
roughly proportional to the square root of a processor’s area. The
static power is proportional to the area while the dynamic power
is more complex and it can be regarded as being roughly pro-
portional to the performance since switching rates differ between
functional units and other parts (in general, they switch less fre-

Table 1 An example of power mode.

Vcc Core Clock
Active ON ON ON
Clock Gating ON ON OFF
Sleep ON OFF OFF
Vcc Power Gating OFF OFF OFF
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quently than FUs). Therefore, using cores that are as small as
possible is the best from the viewpoint of energy efficiency.

In a real scheduling problem, there are many constraints such
as deadlines. To relieve this deadline constraint, we adopt
pipeline scheduling. If there is only one core in the system, the
total execution time of the task should be shorter than the input
interval regardless of the deadline. On the other hand, if we have
multiple cores and the task can be divided into subtasks, we can
assign each subtask to different cores. Then, the assigned task
size of each core is smaller and we can use a smaller and more
energy efficient core. Theoretically, a task can be divided into the
same number of subtasks as the quotient of the deadline divided
by the input interval and these subtasks can then be executed on a
multi-core processor having the same number of cores. However,
in real systems, we should consider a parallelizing overhead such
as the communication delay.

After task division and assignment to cores, we adopt Lumped

execution. If the deadline is longer than the input interval, we can
buffer several input data that are used multiple instance. Then
several subtasks are executed continuously. At the same time,
idle periods also appeared continuously. In other word, though
the activity ratio is not changed, the length of each idle period be-
comes larger and power mode transition becomes less frequent.
As a result, there exists a better opportunity of energy reduction.

In this paper, to simplify the discussion, we assume that all
the output of each subtask should be stored in an external shared
memory. Namely, all communication between cores is done via
the memory.

Finally, multi-core scheduling is expressed by the following
variables. Obviously, our goal is to find the optimal values for
these variables.
• Number of cores
• Core and memory selection
• Task and core mapping
• Scheduling in each core

2.4 Co-optimization
For global optimization, every variable should be considered

at the same time, due to their mutual dependence. For example,
an optimal number of cores depends on the type of the selected
processor core. The optimal processor cores depend on the task
scheduling and DPM. DPM and the scheduling depend on each
other.

As a result, especially for multi-core systems, the search space
to find an optimal design can easily explode. To solve this prob-
lem, an efficient search method is strongly required.

3. System Description and Constraint Model-
ing

In this section, we describe our target system in order to find
an optimal design. First, we briefly overview our target system,
then explain a detailed description for each part.

3.1 Target System
Our target multi-core embedded system is shown in Fig. 1.

This system consists of a multi-core processor, buffer memories,

Fig. 1 Target system.

Fig. 2 Task.

input device and output device. The multi-core processor consists
of heterogeneous cores that support DPM.

For buffer memories, we assume there exists a tradeoff between
the access energy and the access speed, that is, a faster memory
consumes a larger energy. As mentioned in Section 1, an input
device such as a sensor is integrated with a small memory con-
troller and stores data into the buffer memory by itself. Thus the
input data is periodically available in the input buffer memory.

A target application is called a task. We assume the task has al-
ready been divided into several subtasks by a programmer and the
subtasks have sequential dependency from input to output. The
task is invoked repeatedly. We also assume the execution time
of each subtask is fixed and already measured for any candidate
core.

3.2 Description
Description parameters of the target system are categorized

into the following parts.
• Task
• Hardware component
• Scheduling with pipeline and lumped execution
In these parameters, the task and the hardware component pa-

rameters are given. On the other hand, to find an optimal solution
of the scheduling, which is expressed with some parameters, is
our goal. In other words, the task and the hardware parameters
are input and the scheduling parameters are output of the multi-
core system design.

Each parameter is described in the following sections.
3.2.1 Task Description

As previously mentioned, the target task has been divided into
several subtasks. The divided task is shown in Fig. 2. Each sub-
task has an ID s. The first subtask has s = 1, and the last subtask
has s = smax. Additionally, we defined NIO and NDep to cover a
wide variety of task types. NIO stands for ratio of input and output
throughput. NDep stands for how many sets of input data depend
on an output. Thus, when both NIO and NDep are equal to 1, we
call this type of task Data Processing Task (Fig. 3-(a)). When
both NIO and NDep are equal but larger than 1, we call this type
of task Average Processing Task (Fig. 3-(b)). When NDep is larger
than NIO, we call this type of task Moving Average Processing

Task (Fig. 3-(c)).
All parameters related to the task are as follows.
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Fig. 3 Variation of task type.

Fig. 4 Hardware model.

{sn} Set of subtask IDs in task
TgIn Input interval of task
TgDl Total deadline of task
NsIO[s] NIO of subtask s

NsDep[s] NDep of subtask s

3.2.2 Hardware Description
The outline of our target hardware is shown in Fig. 4. We di-

vide the total execution into several stages. Each stage is exe-
cuted by one processor core. The core executes one or more than
one successive subtasks. For communication between subtasks,
a dedicated buffer area is assigned. We assume each stage has its
own buffer memory.

All parameters related to the hardware are as follows.
PpStby[p] Static power of processor core p in stand-by mode
PpStat[p] Static power when processor core p is in active mode
EpDpm[p] Overhead energy when PG is applied to processor

core p

EpDyn[p][s] Dynamic energy of a subtask s on processor core p

Tproc[p][s] Processing time of a subtask s on processor core p

Eread[r][s] Dynamic energy when subtask s reads its input data
from memory r

Tread[r][s] Data read latency for input data of subtask s from
memory r

Ewrt[r][s] Dynamic energy when subtask s writes its output data
to memory r

Twrt[r][s] Data write latency for output data of subtask s to
memory r

PrStat[r][s][n] Static power of memory r that can hold n input

Fig. 5 Lumped scheduling.

data of subtask s

As we mentioned, all power and execution time related param-
eters have to be measured in advance.
3.2.3 Scheduling Description

As we mentioned in Section 2.3, the target task is divided into
several tasks and some of them are assigned for one processor
core. In this section, we describe a scheduling within a core.

All parameters related to the scheduling are as follows.
umax # of stages
Asub[u] The first subtask ID of stage u

Aproc[u] Core ID of stage u

Aram[s] Memory ID for subtask s’s input
BeSlp[u] 1: enter stand-by mode after stage u, 0: stay in active

mode
NLmp[u] # of instances of lumped execution in stage u

Here Asub[u] represents task assignment. Namely, from sub-
task Asub[u] to Asub[u + 1] − 1 are assigned to stage u. NLmp[u]
represents the number of lumped instances. Figure 5 shows an
example scheduling when NLmp[u] = 2. In this example, 7 in-
puts are required for the lumped 2 instances. When the last input
(i = 6) is available, every subtasks related to the input are exe-
cuted continuously. Other preceding tasks should be scheduled
earlier properly.

Since our design space exploration is done offline and its re-
sult is static, when the best configuration of these parameters are
found, hardware and software configurations are statically deter-
mined. The hardware configuration is directly determined from
umax, Aproc[u] and Aram[s]. The task assignment is determined
from Asub[u]. Finally, the task scheduling is determined from
NLmp[u] and BeSlp[u]. When each core wakes up and starts ex-
ecution is easily and statically calculated from these scheduling
parameters and the task parameters.

3.3 Modeling
In this section, we model delay constraints to guarantee a

proper execution and energy constraints to find the minimum en-
ergy consumption.

Firstly, we define following intermediate variables, which can
be calculated from the above parameters, for convenience.
NuIO[u] NIO of stage u

TuIn[u] Input interval of stage u

TuOut[u] Output interval of stage u

NRam[s] Required memory size of subtask s’s input
Here, NuIO[u] is simply given by

NuIO[u] =
Asub[u+1]−1∏

k=Asub[u]

NsIO[k]

TuIn[u] and TuOut[u] are given by
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TuIn[u] = TsIn[Asub[u]]

TuOut[u] = TsOut[Asub[u + 1] − 1] = TsIn[Asub[u + 1]]

where TsIn[s] = TgIn

s−1∏
k=1

NsIO[k]

TsOut[s] = TgIn

s∏
k=1

NsIO[k] = NuIO[s] · TsIn[s]

3.3.1 Delay Model
The total execution time Tall is given by

Tall =

umax∑
u=1

Tstg[u].

Here, Tstg[u] is the total execution time of stage u and given by

Tstg[u] = Twait[u] + Texec[u]

where Twait[u] = (NuIO[u] · NLmp[u] + NsDep[Asub[u]]

−1) · TuIn[u]

Texec[u] = TpLat[u][NuIO[u]] + TrLat[u][NuIO[u]].

Here Twait[u] corresponds to the delay between the first input
and the last input in the lumped execution in stage u. Thus, if
NLmp[u] is larger, Twait[u] also becomes longer. After the last in-
put data is available, the final instance, which depends on the last
input, is executed sequentially. Note that earlier instances have
already been invoked as shown in Fig. 5. This execution time
corresponds to Texec[u]. TpLat[u][NuIO[u]] and TrLat[u][NuIO[u]]
represent the execution times by the core and the memory access
latency respectively, namely they are given by

TpLat[u][NuIO[u]] =
Asub[u+1]−1∑

s=Asub[u]

Tproc[Aproc[u]][s]

TrLat[u][NuIO[u]] =
Asub[u+1]−1∑

s=Asub[u]

(Tread[Aram[u]][s] +

Twrt[Aram[u]][s]).

The total deadline constraint is simply given by

TgDl ≥ Tall =

umax∑
u=1

Tstg[u]. (1)

Here, Tstg[u] is the worst case delay of stage u. This is a necessary
condition.

For each stage, the deadline constraint of stage u is given by

TuOut[u] ≥
Asub[u+1]−1∑

s=Asub[u]

Tproc[Aproc[u]][s]. (2)

If this constraint is violated, an additional delay occurs in this
stage u.
3.3.2 Energy Model

The total energy consumption Eall is the sum of each stage’s
energy consumption and is given by

Eall =

umax∑
u=1

Estg[u] ·
umax∏

u′=u+1

NuIO[u′]. (3)

The product represents that earlier stages are executed for more
instances than later stages when NIO is more than 1.

Here, Estg[u] is the total energy consumption of stage u and is
given by

Estg[u] = Edyn[u] + Estat[u] + Edpm[u].

Edyn[u], Estat[u], Edpm[u] correspond to the dynamic energy,
the static energy and the energy overhead of DPM respectively.

Edyn[u] is given by

Edyn[u] =
Asub[u+1]−1∑

s=Asub[u]

(
NsDep[s] · Eread[Aram[s]][s]

+EpDyn[Aproc[u]][s] + Ewrt[Aram[s + 1]][s]
)
.

These clauses represent the dynamic energy of the memory read,
the processor and the memory write respectively and Edyn[u] is
their sum for all subtasks in stage u. Note that the output data is
written to the next stage’s memory.

Estat[u] is given by

Estat[u] =
Asub[u+1]−1∑

s=Asub[u]

(
TuOut[u] · PrStat[Aram[s]][s][NRam[s]]

)

+

(
(1 − BeSlp[u]) · PpStat[Aproc[u]] · TuOut[u]

+BeSlp[u] ·
(
PpStat[Aproc[u]] · Tproc[Aproc[u]][s] +

PpStby[Aproc[u]] · (TuOut[u] − Tproc[Aproc[u]][s])
))
.

The first clause represents the static energy of the memory, which
is proportional to the capacity (NRam[s]). The second clause rep-
resents the sum of the static energy when PG is not applied and
the static and the stand-by energy when PG is applied. If PG
is not applied in stage u, the static power PpStat[Aproc[u]] is con-
sumed in both active and idle periods. On the other hand, if PG
is applied, the static power PpStat[Aproc[u]] is consumed only in
the active period and the smaller static power PpStby[Aproc[u]] is
consumed in the idle period.

Edpm[u] is given by

Edpm[u] = BeSlp[u] · EpDpm[Aproc[u]]/NLmp[u].

When PG is applied, the DPM overhead (EpDpm[Aproc[u]]) is con-
sumed every NLmp[u] executions.

Our goal is to find the best configuration that minimizes Eall

under delay constraints.

4. System Design Aid

4.1 Design Space
In the previous section, we have listed all input parameters and

search variables. The search variables are umax, Asub[u], Aproc[u],
Aram[s], BeSlp[u], NLmp[u].

Finding an optimal design is equal to finding the best solution
of these variables.

4.2 Brute Force Search
Since all variables are integers, it is possible to search all com-

binations by a brute force approach, namely, to find the best solu-
tion, which required the minimum energy while satisfying delay
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constraints, from all combinations in the search space.
When a combination of values is chosen, the total energy con-

sumption is calculated by Eq. (3) and the delay constraints are
verified by Eqs. (1) and (2).

This algorithm definitely has an exponential computation com-
plexity. This complexity is given by

O(S · Mumax ).

Here S is a number of the combination of stage selection, namely
S = (smax−1)!/((smax−1−umax)!umax!), M is a number of the pos-
sible designs of each stage namely, M is the product of the num-
bers of candidate core, memory, sleep mode and upper limit of the
NLmp[u]. The upper limit of NLmp[u] is smaller than TgDl/TuIn[u].

When smax and umax, which correspond to the maximum num-
ber of subtasks and cores respectively, are increased, the compu-
tation complexity is exponentially increased.

4.3 Dynamic Programming
To alleviate the huge computation complexity problem, we

propose a sophisticated algorithm using dynamic programming.
First we quantize the execution time t, namely t = n·Δt (n ∈ N).

In this equation, Δt is the quantization step. We call each possi-
ble assignment of the variables design of stage u and assign ID
1, 2, . . . , cmax(u). When searching the best design from every pos-
sible design for stage 1, . . . , u − 1 and design 1, . . . , c for stage u

and the total latency is shorter than t, take the lowest energy con-
sumption Ec(t, u, c). Also, when using design c for stage u, take
the total delay T (c) and the energy consumption E(c). Here, T (c)
is also quantized, namely T (c) is rounded up to the nearest n · Δt.
Then, the following equation is established.

Ec(t, 0, 0) := 0

Ec(t, u, c) = min(EcAdd, EcOther)

where EcOther := min
c′<c

Ec(t, u, c′)

EcAdd := E(c) + Ec(t − T (c), u − 1, cmax(u − 1))

Here, EcOther corresponds to the energy when the design c is
not used, and EcAdd corresponds to the energy when the design c

is used. Based on this equation, the optimal design of the target
system is found by dynamic programming.

Specifically, from the first stage (u = 1), calculate Tstg[u],
Estg[u] for design 1, . . . , c. There is a tradeoff between delay and
energy. From the designs that Tstg[u] is shorter than t, the small-
est Estg[u] is stored in Ec(t, 1, c). Then move to next stage. When
Ec(TgDl, umax, cmax) is determined, obviously, it is the minimum
energy consumption with the best configuration.

As we mentioned, t is quantized, the total number of Ec is a
polynomial of TgDl/Δt, umax, cmax. This restriction helps to re-
duce the computation complexity by providing a solution close to
the optimal.

As a result, the computation complexity of this algorithm is
given by

O(S · M · umax/Δt).

This strategy successfully avoids the exponential computation
complexity related to umax. Note that S still has an exponential
complexity on smax.

Table 2 Parameters of processor cores.

Parameter RX63N [11] RX210 [12] RL78 [13]

ID (p) 1 2 3
PpStby 1.86×10−5 W 1.35×10−6 W 6.90×10−7 W
PpStat 7.50×10−3 W 5.25×10−2 W 1.62×10−3 W
EpDpm 1.067×10−4 J 4.158×10−4 J 2.239×10−7 J

Table 3 Task related parameters of DTMF.

sn set of subtask ID {1, 2, 3, 4}
TgIn Input interval of task 12.5 µs
TgDl Total deadline of task 12.0 ms

Table 4 Task and core related parameters of DTMF.

s = 1 s = 2 s = 3 s = 4

EpDyn[p][s] p = 1 1.56e-7 7.8e-7 3.047e-7 4.875e-9
p = 2 1.999e-7 9.995e-7 3.905e-7 6.247e-8
p = 3 5.693e-8 2.847e-7 1.112e-7 1.779e-9

Tproc[p][s] p = 1 1.00e-6 5.00e-6 1.953e-6 3.125e-8
p = 2 2.115e-6 1.058e-5 4.131e-6 6.611e-7
p = 3 4.125e-6 2.063e-5 8.057e-6 1.289e-7

Table 5 Task and memory related parameters of DTMF.

s = 1 s = 2 s = 3 s = 4

Eread[r][s] r = 1 4.62e-9 9.24e-9 9.24e-9 7.22e-11
r = 2 2.64e-9 5.28e-9 5.28e-9 4.13e-11

Tread[r][s] r = 1 1.0e-8 2.0e-8 2.0e-8 1.56e-10
r = 2 2.0e-8 4.0e-8 4.0e-8 3.13e-10

Ewrt[r][s] r = 1 9.24e-9 9.24e-9 7.22e-11 3.61e-11
r = 2 5.28e-9 5.28e-9 4.13e-11 2.06e-11

Twrt[r][s] r = 1 2.0e-8 2.0e-8 1.56e-10 7.81e-11
r = 2 4.0e-8 4.0e-8 3.13e-10 1.56e-10

PrStat r = 1 6.29e-8·n 6.29e-8·n 6.29e-8·n 3.15e-8·n
[r][s][n] r = 2 1.26e-9·n 1.26e-9·n 1.26e-9·n 6.29e-10·n

* r = 1: SRAM, r = 2: STT-RAM

5. Evaluation

5.1 Evaluation Setup
In our evaluation, we made both brute force and dynamic

programming based search programs. These programs are par-
allelized, written by Haskell and compiled by “The Glorious
Glasgow Haskell Compilation System, version 7.4.2.” These
programs are run on dual Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 with
192 GB RAM.

We measured and modeled three processor cores and two kinds
of memories. Major collected parameters are shown in Ta-
ble 2. As an example of real applications, we modeled Dual-Tone
Multi-Frequency (DTMF) [14]. Major parameters are shown in
Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5. Both NsIO[s] and NsDep[s] of sub-
tasks 1, 2, 4 are 1 and 128 for subtask 3. We also use some
synthetic tasks for evaluation.

5.2 Exploration Speed and Accuracy
As we mentioned, a tradeoff between the computation com-

plexity and accuracy depends on Δt. To find the best Δt, we eval-
uate the optimal configuration for several Δt with a DTMF task
as shown in Table 6.

From this result, when Δt becomes smaller, errors of energy
and latency also become smaller. When Δt is 0.0003, both errors
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Table 6 Tradeoff between computation time and accuracy (umax = 2).

Δt [s] Energy [J] Latency [s] Exec time [s]

0.01 no configuration found 0.08
0.003 2.153e-4 1.163e-2 2.2
0.001 2.153e-4 1.163e-2 2.5
0.0003 2.146e-4 1.193e-2 4.0
0.0001 2.146e-4 1.193e-2 5.8
0.00003 2.145e-4 1.199e-2 13.2
Brute Force 2.145e-4 1.199e-2 11.3

Table 7 umax vs. execution time.

umax 1 2 3 4

Brute Force 0.05 s 13.1 s * *
Dynamic Programming
(proposed) 0.04 s 4.0 s 16.0 s 24.9 s

* memory overflow

Table 8 smax vs. execution time.

smax 2 4 6 8 10
umax 1 2 3 4 5
Brute Force 0.03 s 1.7 s 262.7 s * *
Dynamic Programming
(proposed) 0.08 s 0.66 s 9.0 s 143.2 s 2035 s

* memory overflow

are smaller than 1%. Thus, we conclude 0.0003 (0.3 ms) is a good
candidate for this size of applications and use this value in the rest
of this paper. This result also shows that if Δt is small enough, the
proposed algorithm can reach to the optimal solution.

Next, we evaluate the exploration speed with DTMF when umax

is from 1 to 4 as shown in Table 7. With a brute force program,
we cannot get any result when umax is larger than 2 due to memory
overflow. In contrast, our dynamic programming based algorithm
can find the optimal configuration within 25 seconds.

We also evaluate the exploration speed with a wide variaty of
smax for a synthetic task which consists of several subtasks whose
sizes are the same. The number of subtasks (smax) are varied from
2 to 10 for the evaluation. The maximum number of the cores
(umax) are set to half of smax. Input interval TgIn and Total dead-
line TgDl are 10 ms and 100 ms respectively.

The results are shown in Table 8. With a brute force program,
we cannot get any result when smax is larger than 6 due to mem-
ory overflow. In contrast, our algorithm can still find the optimal
configuration in a reasonable time. However, these results also
show that the execution time inreased exponentialy with smax.

From these results, we conclude that the evaluation speed is
fast enough for current emmbedded systems and applications.
However, a further speed upgrade is also important for more com-
plicated systems and applications in the future.

5.3 Lumped Execution
We measured the effectiveness of a lumped execution with a

simple sampling application on an RX63N (p = 1). This task
consists of one subtask, which consumes 12.5 µJ per instance.
We evaluate it with a variety of sensing intervals (TgIn). TgDl is
set to 10 times of TgIn.

The result is shown in Fig. 6. Always On and Always PG rep-
resent no lumped execution and always “On” and “PG” in idle
period regardless of the length of it respectively. Lumped & PG

represents lumped execution with PG. The y-axis represents the

Fig. 6 Input interval vs. efficiency (sampling task).

Fig. 7 Task size vs. efficiency (synthetic task).

energy consumption per sensing.
This result shows that as the sensing interval becomes longer

the energy of Always On also increases due to its large static
power. On the other hand, the energy of Always PG consumes
almost a constant energy by reducing the static power. How-
ever, when the sensing interval is short, the energy consumption
is larger than that of Always On due to its large PG overhead.

In contrast, Lumped & PG successfully reduce the energy con-
sumption. In this execution, 10 instances are lumped (NLmp[u]
=10) and the PG frequency becomes 1/10. As a result, Lumped

& PG achieve 81% of energy reduction compared to Always PG.

5.4 Case Study
5.4.1 Synthetic Task

To observe the general trend, we use a synthetic task which
consists of 10 subtasks whose sizes are the same. The sizes of
subtasks are varied for the evaluation. And we evaluate for a
wide variety of subtask size. The input interval TgIn and the total
deadline TgDl are 10 ms and 100 ms respectively.

The result is shown in Fig. 7. The lines show the best configu-
ration when umax is set to 1, 2 and 3. The x-axis shows the relative
task size normalized to the maximum executable size on a single
smallest core (p = 3). The y-axis shows the energy efficiency
that is also normalized to the energy efficiency of the smallest
processor (p = 3).

This result shows that 1-core configuration is the best when the
task size is smaller than 1. When the task size is very small, the
static energy is not negligible. Thus, a multi-core configuration
is not preferable. a 2-core configuration is the best when the task
size is between 1 and 2. When the task size is larger than 1, a
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Fig. 8 Energy breakdown of DTMF.

single smallest core (p = 3) cannot execute this task. Thus, a
bigger core, which is less efficient, should be used. On the other
hand a dual smallest core can execute this task and achieve the
best efficiency. Similarly, a triple smallest core is the best when
the task size is more than 3.

When the task size exceeds the execution ability of the smallest
core, a bigger core is chosen. Within a single core, the efficiency
immediately drops to 0.43, which is the efficiency of the biggest
core. In contrast, with a dual- or triple-core, the efficiency drops
gradually. While the efficiency is between 1.0 and 0.43, a hetero-
geneous multi-core is the best configuration.
5.4.2 Real Application

We evaluate with DTMF as an example of real applications and
the result is shown in Fig. 8. The y-axis shows the total energy
consumption per output. The left bar of each pair is the result
with a lumped execution and the right bar is that of without any
lumped execution. In each bar, the solid parts (Dynamic) repre-
sent the dynamic energy of each core, hatched parts (Overhead)
represent the static energy and power gating overhead of each
core and the black part (memory) represents all memory related
energy. These results show that the lumped execution success-
fully achieve overhead energy reduction and the total energy con-
sumption is reduced from 17% (2core) to 37% (1core) while the
dynamic energy does not change. The memory related energy
is less than 1% of the total energy consumption and negligible.
Meanwhile, the leftmost bar corresponds to the best configura-
tion with a single core. We assume this single core configuration
is a limit of manually optimization. Compared with this result, a
3-core configuration reduced 32% of energy consumption.

With a 4-core configuration, the energy consumption is slightly
bigger than that of a 3-core configuration. This is because of a
static energy overhead.

6. Related Work

The wide variety of scheduling techniques is proposed to make
full usage of various low power technologies. In this paper, we
focus on deadlines that are longer than input intervals and observe
a lumped execution is important.

However, most previous work assumes that deadlines of tasks
are equal to their input intervals. Therefore, a lumped execution
is not applicable [15], [16]. One exception is Ref. [8], they lump

two instances by scheduling one instance at the end of a time
period and the next instance at the beginning of the next time
period. However, this approach cannot lump more than two in-
stances. Another similar approach is found in Ref. [17]. They
focus on several tasks that execute on the same processor and
lump multiple instances of the different tasks. Since they also as-
sume deadlines are the same as input intervals, multiple instances
of the same task cannot be lumped.

Their assumption is helpful to limit a search space and/or es-
tablish scheduling algorithms. However, from the limited search
space, a limited optimal scheduling can be found.

We have solved this computation complexity problem by mod-
eling and dynamic programming.

7. Conclusion

For developing multi-core embedded systems, it is challenging
to find an optimal design from their extensive design space.

In this paper, we have proposed a design method for embedded
systems to minimize its energy consumption under performance
constraints. We firstly established energy models for low power
techniques and our target systems. We then explored for the best
configuration by constructing an optimization problem. Finally,
we proposed an approximate solution using dynamic program-
ming with a lower computation complexity and compared it to a
brute force explicit solution. We confirmed with our evaluations
that the proposed method successfully found a near-optimal con-
figuration with a reasonable execution time. We also evaluated
with a real application and found a better configuration which re-
duced the total energy consumption by 32% if compared to the
manually optimized single core configuration.

We have successfully removed an exponential complexity on
the number of cores, however, an exponential complexity on the
number of subtasks still remains. To cope with this problem is an
important future work. Additionally, to validate our model with
real hardware is also an important future work.
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